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Abstract 

Background Entrepreneurship is an important issue in modern business: it changes the 

world, creates social change and adds value to the national income. There 

is a high rate of failure among young startup companies and they face the 

‘liability of newness’, which is the lack of resources and experience in 

the first years of an organization’s life. Universities are seen as an 

opportunity for economic growth and increased employment and 

university spin-offs, operating with new and emerging technologies, are 

considered as means of return on academic research. However, some 

problems may occur related to the large number amount of stakeholders 

and their goals. Government is one important player and it can act as a 

policy maker, provider of financial support, or even as an owner. 

Governments regularly provide the innovation market with co-working 

hubs, incubators and science parks. 

Problem The main problem is the lack of governmental support and investments in 

science parks and incubators in Russia, with a low level of 

commercialization of R&D compared to Sweden. There are currently 

about 21 Science parks in Russia, but they cannot seem to compete with 

European science parks. The problem does not appear to be a lack of 

ideas and knowledge, but a slow, non-progressive development of the 

governing institutions. It is difficult to attract young potential 

entrepreneurs and provide them with the necessary means and 

infrastructure. 

Purpose The purpose of this thesis is to analyze the possibility of knowledge-

transfer from the Swedish system to the Russian regarding the support 

from the government to the entrepreneurial ventures through the science 

parks and incubators, and what and why would prevent Russia to adopt 

this model. 

Method In order to realize the purpose of the thesis, the author conducted a 

sociological study using an abductive approach with primary data 

collected through interviews. Respondents were general directors and 

business developers of Science Parks in Sweden and Russia, start-up 

founders, and a partner of a venture capital fund. The analysis was 

further supported by public secondary data. 

Conclusion Knowledge-transfer from Sweden to the Russian system seems hard to 

achieve, due to the fact that the institutional environment, in particular 

communal and contractual forms of authorities, have their impact on the 

venture capital markets, which in turn have an influence on the Science 

Parks’ performance. Russian venture capital market is relatively young 

due to different factors such as the number of exits, allocated funds, 

invested companies on different stages, and weak legislation. This 

prevents attracting and managing fund. Instead, the government fills this 

need with grants, but tend to stay on as silent partners indefinitely, 

effectively blocking profitable venture exits. It could therefore be argued 

that Russian system is not ready for this knowledge-transfer.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

1.1.1 The economic role of entrepreneurship 

Entrepreneurship is an important issue in the modern business; it changes the world, creates 

social change and adds value to the national income. Founders with innovative ideas start the 

firms and develop these ideas into new ventures. In turn, these new ventures increase the level 

of innovativeness and the utilization of new knowledge, research and technology (Atherton & 

Hannon, 2006). By the way, entrepreneurship is considered as a crucial mechanism to achieve 

economic growth (Acs et al., 2012; Audretsch & Keilbach, 2008), and it defines as ‘the 

process by which individuals - either on their own or inside organizations - pursue 

opportunities without regard to the resources they currently control’ (Stevenson and Jarillo, 

1990, p. 23). It is one of the broad and empirical definitions of entrepreneurship, which is 

coherent with classical as well as a contemporary statement of it (Brown et al., 2001). It is 

empirically found that the correlation occurs between entrepreneurship and economic growth 

in consideration of stages of development, deducing that business ownership and the GDP per 

capita have a U-shaped form (Urbano & Aparicio, 2016; Carree and Thurik, 2008; van Stel & 

Carree, 2004). This view is supported by a number of researchers (Audretsch & Keilbach, 

2008; Noseleit, 2013), who experientially proved that entrepreneurship is a provider of 

knowledge that really affects economic growth. Schumpeter (1934) develops a theory of 

economic development using a 'creative destructive process' caused by entrepreneurial 

activity, and also, in his latter study (Schumpeter, 1950) he reminds about innovation, 

considering that entrepreneurial activity implies the invasion of new products or 

organizations, the innovator generates a destructive process, which, in turn, causes specific 

structural changes in the economy (Galindo & Mendez-Picaso, 2013). Innovation occurs in 

organizations that unite financial, physical and social capital; in addition, people who bring 

them together are entrepreneurs (OECD Economic Surveys, 2014). Entrepreneurs and their 

founded young firms are one of the main contributors to the job’s creation and the formation 

of new firms in the economy (Storey, 1994; Davidsson et al., 1994). Moreover, Kuratko 

(2005) suggests that entrepreneurship is a driving global economic force over last twenty 

years.  

Most entrepreneurs start their businesses to take advantages of opportunities related to a short 

period of time not caring about long-term strategy, rather than successful entrepreneurs soon 

change a tactical direction to a strategic focus and that they can begin to build key resources 

and capabilities (Bhide, 1996, p. 123). 

1.1.2 Problems of the new firm 

There is a high rate of failure among young startup companies and they face with a ‘liability 

of newness’ (Stinchcombe, 1965), which is actually the lack of resources and experience in 

first years of organization’s lifecycle. There are several ways to reduce or even eliminate the 

effects of the ‘liability of newness’ and one of them is to increase the firm size as soon as 

possible (Freeman et al., 1983). Here another problem arises, which Stinchcombe formulates 
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as ‘the liability of smallness’ (Aldrich & Auster, 1986). Abatecola et al. (2012) claim that it 

emerges from: ‘the lack of financial resources, that partially derives from the absence of 

creditors’ strong financial support to small firms; the impossibility for small firms to attract 

the same skilled work force that large firms can, as the latter organizations are able to provide 

better perceived long-term employments and career advancements; and the difficulty for 

small firms to meet high interest rate payments and to handle the administrative costs 

pertaining to the compliance with governmental regulations’ (Abatecola et al., 2012, p. 406). 

Sørheim (2005) argues that there is one more way to reduce the liability of newness, from his 

point of view it is business angels who can provide a special form of networking and kind of 

strategic advice.  

Moreover, there are constant problems which are related to market entrance: entrepreneurs 

realize that they are not the only players on the market but they also have to make sales to 

prove the business model; there is a need to teach customers how to use the product and that it 

is really valuable. 

1.1.3 Entrepreneurship and the role of universities. Governmental support 

It is absolutely clear, that universities are seen as opportunity for economic growth and 

increased employment (OECD, 2000). ‘Entrepreneurial university’ has special functions such 

as the pursuit of innovation, the ability to take risk, faith in its own strength and a sense of its 

own independence (Clark, 1998). ‘Entrepreneurial university’ engages in ‘creative 

destruction’ and has a multi-channel system of financing its activities through the 

implementation of education services, the publication and realization of research and 

education materials, raising funds from businesses through join commercial ventures and state 

orders (Clark, 1998). Moreover, universities encourage economic growth due to their bringing 

new findings to the market and its further success (Candell & Jaffe, 1999). It can be done 

through the specific separate structures such as science parks and incubators with access to 

university resources for further commercialization.    

Firms operating with new and emerging technologies, or also named university spin-offs are 

considered as means of return on academic research and have an opportunity to contribute in 

the general economy. There are some common characteristics of these firms – the initial phase 

of development occurs in the university environment, these companies are the part of 

academic research and academic inventors take part in development process and decision 

making as well (Rasmussen et al., 2008). However, some problems occur, which are related to 

big amount of stakeholders and their goals such as commercialization or non-

commercialization activity, combination of R&D and business development, public utility and 

etc. (Lee, 1996; Navarro & Gallardo, 2003). It’s a reason to provide some support to young 

rapid-growth firms. Government is one of important players here and it can act as a policy 

maker, provider of financial support, or even as an owner (Rasmussen et al., 2008). 

Rasmussen et al. (2008) find two ways in promoting commercialization of research: 

- ‘Initiatives can promote institutional changes with the long-term view to create 

structures and build competence for the commercialization of research’ 

(Rasmussen et al., 2008, p. 110). The government is an active player on the 

innovation market – it should establish different kinds of investment funds, forces 
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big corporations to create Corporate Venture Funds, and provide services to 

entrepreneurs. Besides, changes in the culture should be produced. Incubators, 

science parks, entrepreneurial centers and university support programs to 

entrepreneurs should be created (Klofsten & Jones-Evans, 2000; Hellström & 

Jacob, 2003).  

The second way of support assumes that government provides direct support to specific 

projects. ‘The rationale for this approach is to mitigate market failure by stimulating the 

supply and demand side for research-based technologies’ (Rasmussen et al., 2008, p. 111). It 

could be financial grants, different kind of loans, establishing infrastructure for entrepreneurs, 

consulting and trainings. Networking as one of main drivers to stimulate private sector 

investments.  

Both ways assume that the government should provide the innovation market with co-

working hubs, incubators and especially science parks. They are ‘transfers of academic 

research findings, a source of knowledge spillovers, and a catalyst for national and regional 

economic growth’ (Link and Scott, 2007, p. 661).  

It is necessary to identify these ‘transfers’ from academic point of view and, moreover, to 

shed light on similarities between science parks and business incubators. The overall 

definition of science parks and incubators sounds as ‘property-based organizations with 

identifiable administrative centers focused on the mission of business acceleration through 

knowledge agglomeration and resource sharing’ (Phan et al., 2005, p. 166). Likewise, the 

United Kingdom Science Park Association identifies science park with its features more 

precisely as ‘a property-based initiative which: has formal operational links with a university 

or other higher education or research institution; is designed to encourage the formation and 

growth of knowledge-based businesses and other organizations normally resident on site; has 

a management function which is actively engaged in the transfer of technology and business 

skills to the organizations on site’ (UKSPA, 1985, p. ii). From the other hand, incubators can 

be interpreted as a knowledge transfers, which provide services and resources for individuals 

and companies, thus establishing the relationships between firms and entrepreneurs and 

operating with the lack of resources that rapid-growth firms have to deal with (Albort-Morant 

& Oghazi, 2015; Schwartz & Hornych, 2008). Moreover, incubators ensure business stability, 

economic growth, and long-term company survival (Albort-Morant & Oghazi, 2015). Both 

the definitions of Science Park and Incubator have the same characteristics such as business 

acceleration, economic growth, resource sharing, knowledge transfers and etc.  

In practice, services offered by science parks and incubators vary from consultancy, 

networking to venture capital investments and there is a conception that special location 

environment supports the development of new technology-based firms (Ferguson and 

Olofsson, 2004). Moreover, it is empirically found out that firms located on science parks 

have notable survival rates than off-park firms (Ferguson and Olofsson, 2004). In his deeper 

research Ferguson (1999), notices about ‘image factors’ - internal and external benefits. First 

of all firms claim that they located in the real place of business, where employers and 

employees with academic and research background can contribute more to business 

development. On the other hand the locations helps customers and other actors to perceive 

firm in a more positive light (Ferguson, 1999).  
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Another experimental study claims that most of science parks’ participants have a higher 

degree of education than off-park entrepreneurs (Löfsten and Lindelöf, 2001). Usually the off-

park founders tend to have prior business experience that implies that companies, which take 

the participation on science parks, have more technology competence but feel a lack of 

business competence (Westhead and Storey, 1994).   

In the world there are more than 700 Science parks in the world, 42% of them - in the US, 

34% - in the EU and 11% - in China (IASP, 2016). Only 13% of Science parks are located in 

other countries in the world. Since 1990 Russia has created 70 Science Parks but only 21 of 

them received state accreditation (Shukhshunov, 2011) that means there are only 21 active 

parks. No matter, most of them are not effective and cannot be compared with US and EU 

parks UNIDO (Eliseev, 2012). For instance, in the period from 2000 – 2012 total capital 

investment into EU’s Science Parks has been around 11.7 billion euro (European Union, 

2013). The Russian research parks create very few new workplaces for participants who 

would like to develop the innovative business in Science Park (Vilisova & Qiang, 2013). 

These results were achieved due to the fact that the development of university research parks 

took place almost without any support by the federal and regional authorities, furthermore, 

very insignificant financial and material resources of universities and own means were used 

(Shukhshunov, 2011). Anyway, Russia has to go in the innovative direction in the 

development because it has no other way. World financial and economic crisis has shown that 

it beats those countries which economy in essence is "raw", economy with the undeveloped 

manufacturing industry and imported products. The government has to establish the new form 

of national innovative system - it should develop other legislation, which would stimulate 

both scientists and business to create innovative production, it should build other 

infrastructure of support of innovative activity. 

According to a study by International business school INSEAD (Cornell University, INSEAD 

& WIPO, 2015), Sweden was ranked as number 3 on the list of the most innovative countries 

in the Global Innovation Index 2015. Sweden is in the top of the rank of quality of 

innovations and quality of universities. Moreover, Sweden is number 4 in R&D (for instance 

Russia is number 28). It should be noted that Sweden’s gross expenditure on R&D is 3,4% of 

GDP, in Russia it’s only 1,1% (Cornell University, INSEAD & WIPO, 2015). There is a low 

level of commercialization of R&D in Russia – 5%, for instance in Sweden it is 65%.  

1.2 Problem  

From the previous background it is obvious that universities are seen as opportunity for 

economic growth, there is a need to establish ‘entrepreneurial universities’, and important to 

create science parks and incubators as ‘knowledge transfers’ and key elements of economic 

growth (OECD, 2000; Clark, 1998; Candell & Jaffe, 1999). Companies or spin-offs that are 

participating in science parks and incubators have to be commercialized, because they are 

considered as means of return on academic research and have an opportunity to contribute in 

the general economy (Rasmussen et al., 2008).  

The Problem is the lack of governmental support and investments in Science Parks and 

Incubators in Russia. There is a low level of commercialization of R&D, in Sweden it is much 

more greater. There are about 21 Science parks in Russia nowadays, but they cannot compete 
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with European Science parks, and the problem is not a lack of ideas and knowledge, but in a 

slow not gradual non-progressive development of these structures. It is difficult to attract 

young potential entrepreneurs and provide them with the necessary means and infrastructure.  

1.3 Purpose 

The purpose of this study is to analyze the possibility of knowledge-transfer from the Swedish 

system to the Russian regarding the support from the government to the entrepreneurial 

ventures through the Science Parks and Incubators, and what and why prevents Russia to 

adopt this model. 
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2 Theoretical Frame of Reference 

2.1 Institutional Theory 

Institutional theory explains ‘how and why countries differ in the way that economic activities 

are organized and undertaken’ (Walter & Block, 2016, p. 218). On should note here that 

institutions define norms and rules, to which entrepreneurs have to comply, because it will 

determine their positions and legitimacy (North, 1990). Institutions can also increase the level 

of encouragement on entrepreneurship in the country. First and foremost, there are 

government policies forming institutional structures, which in turn can encourage or 

discourage entrepreneurial activities, doubtless it means that government policy has the 

control under entrepreneurial activity (Minniti, 2008). One must admit that such kind of 

impact does not necessarily need because it sometimes forces entrepreneurs ‘toward actions 

that have negative socio-economic externalities’ and it is undeniable that there are institutions 

that can be favorable or unfavorable to entrepreneurship Minniti (2008, p. 781). Moreover, 

institutions often influence the transaction costs, entrepreneurial behavior and risk (Walter & 

Block, 2016); hence, entrepreneurial opportunities can be established, defined and restricted 

by them (Urbano & Alvares, 2014). In support of this, it was empirically found that in 

countries with stronger laws there were fewer founders of businesses (Kim & Li, 2014). 

Whitley (1999) tries to describe the organization of economic activity within the country 

through the specific factors. The first institutional factor is The State. There are many features 

of the state that can affect the economic organizations, but Whitley emphasizes the main 

three. ‘…the extent to which states dominate the economy and share risks such that 

businesses become dependent on state policies and actions’ (Whitley, 1999, p. 48). The 

second factor, Whitley calls ‘the degree of state antagonism to intermediaries’ (Whitley, 1999, 

p. 48), which means how the state fosters the creation of intermediary economic unions 

between individuals, corporations and the state in particular. Third, ‘the extent to which states 

directly or indirectly regulate market boundaries, entry and exit … the extent of formal 

regulation of markets’ (Whitley, 1999, p. 48). Sobel (2008) has made a research on 

entrepreneurship based on 48 US states and he found that when institutions provide secure 

property rights creative individuals are more likely to engage in productive market 

entrepreneurship. ‘When institutions provide for secure property rights, a fair and balanced 

judicial system, contract enforcement, and effective constitutional limits on government's 

ability to transfer wealth through taxation and regulation, it reduces the profitability of 

unproductive political and legal entrepreneurship' (Sobel, 2008, p. 641).  

Another institutional factor is called The Financial System or how capital is made obtainable 

and evaluated (Whitley, 1999). Here, Whitley (1999) mentions capital market-based financial 

systems, which were also described by Zysman (1983). Furthermore, there are credit-based 

financial systems, where large, long-term credit banks managed by the state are prevailing 

institutions here (Whitley, 1999; Cox, 1986). Here, it is clear, that the level of banking and the 

development of stock market have an impact on economic growth. Country’s financial system 

is reflected by indicators such as the size of its stock market compared with banks, the activity 

and efficiency of stock markets compared with the banking sector (Beck, Demirgüç-Kunt, & 

Levine, 2000).  
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Furthermore, there is the system, which is needed for developing and controlling skills 

(Whitley, 1999). Briefly, key institutional features here are ‘the strength of public training 

system and of state-employer-union collaboration; the strength of independent trade unions; 

the strength of labor organizations based on certified expertise; centralization of bargaining’ 

(Whitley, 1999, p. 48). This system includes interrelated sets of institutions: education and 

training system and ‘the institutions that control the terms on which the owners of skills sell 

them in labor markets and how those markets are organized’ (Lim et al., 2010, p. 498). It 

should be mentioned here that institutional factor such as education system also has an 

influence on entrepreneurial activity, because individuals from a country with higher quality 

education systems ‘will perceive the environment to be more entrepreneurially munificent 

because they have better access to high-quality human resources, hence the higher level of 

venture arrangement and willingness scripts’ (Lim et al., 2010, p. 498). 

Finally, there are Norms and Values governing trust and authority relationships (Whitley, 

1999). The level of trust in an economy influences the relationship between firms, employers, 

employees and opportunity to utilize the resources. It is well known that in different cultures 

there are different level and forms of trust (Sako, 1992), and it depends on formal social 

institutions creating and providing trust. The possibility to rely on impersonal institutionalized 

actions guaranteed by the trust can affect the perception and management of risk (Zucker, 

1986). Here, it is important to note Whitley’s forms of authority – contractual and communal. 

‘Communal forms of authority imply relatively high levels of mutual trust and commitment, 

with shared understandings of priorities and interests, and often rely on expertise as a key 

quality of super ordinates, while contractual authority tends to presume more adversarial 

relationships and a dominant pursuit of self-interest’ (Whitley, 1999, p. 53). Comparing two 

cases, the former is found in Sweden and the latter seems to be in Russia. It should be noticed, 

in formal socialist economies of Central and Eastern Europe, the communist past had a bad 

impact on entrepreneurial activity and still there is an institutional fragility in these countries 

(Johnson et al., 2000; Estrin et al., 2006). These problems still occur in Russia (Estrin et al., 

2006), and ‘russian entrepreneurs fear bureaucrats more than criminals’ (Smolchenko, 2005, 

p. 1). Another index that shows the weakness of the institutions is corruption. Corruption 

represents ineffectiveness, weak institutions controlling trust relations (Djankov et al., 2002), 

it is a consequence of poor institutions (Tanzi, 1998) and can be defined as ‘the abuse of 

public power for private benefit’ (Tanzi, 1998, p. 564), or another popular definition given by 

the global coalition against corruption is ‘the abuse of entrusted power for private gain' 

(Transparency International, 2015). In general, it is an illegal action used to benefit someone 

and it can appear in different forms such as financial bribes or another kind of favors. 

Occurrences of corruption may dispirit future-entrepreneurs from starting the businesses, but 

moreover, it may limit businesses from expanding and achieving the specific levels, 

especially in Russia it happens to keep away expropriation by corrupt bureaucrats, particularly 

it concerns the tax administration (Aidis et. al., 2008). The average percentage of corruption 

in transition countries was under 21% (EBRD, 2005), but in Russia, more than 39% agreed 

that they have given extra payments, special gifts related to taxes, licenses, customs and etc. 

(Aidis et. al., 2008). There are few studies, which tried to explain the reasons of corruption in 

transition economies (Smolchenko, 2005; Ionescu, 2011; Sutela, 2003), and one of the 

reasons involves that corruption was a part of living process in the Soviet times and its 

practice was “translated” into Russian new market economy (Sutela, 2003).  
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In the research about the business climate in Russia (Swedish Trade Council, 2005) there are 

surveys about perceiving the corruption and interviews with different Swedish companies, 

which are doing business in Russia. When companies were asked how the corruption affected 

the business activity, 48% of respondents answered a ‘high extent’ or a ‘very high extent’, 

moreover, this study also claims that corruption is prevalent among bureaucrats with the low 

salary (Swedish Trade Council, 2005). According to Transparency International (2015), 

which indicates the perceived level of public sector corruption on a scale of 0 ‘highly corrupt’ 

to 100 ‘very clean’, Russia takes the position number 119 and scores 23. For instance, 

Sweden is number 3 and scores 89. Russian governmental mechanism are influenced by 

corruption, and it has an impact on a number of economic actions ‘and leads to a 

dysfunctional operation of state institutions and their management' Ionescu (2011, p. 139). 

For instance, this institutional weakness affects such areas as the bank lending – empirically it 

was found that a high level of corruption in Russia deters banks from lending the business 

(Weill, 2008). On the other hand, it should be noted here that Russian businesses don’t worry 

about corruption, just because it has become normalized (Hopkins, 2011). ‘The main reason 

why businesses are not bothered about corruption is that people have simply got used to it. 

Red tape in Russia is seen as a part of the business environment that has to be adjusted to and 

dealt with’ (Holmes, 2012, p. 239). However, the correlation was found between the size of 

the bureaucracy and the level of corruption in Russia (Orttung, 2006). Nevertheless, Sweden 

also has a relatively large state of bureaucracy (Holmes, 2012), but according to Transparency 

International (2010; 2011; 2012; 2013; 2014; 2015) and other surveys Sweden is one of the 

least corrupt states. 

It is clear, that such institutional weakness may strongly affect the institutional environment. 

Institutional environment, in turn, can create or destroy entrepreneurship in a country (Aldrich 

& Wiedenmayer, 1993). The relationship between the entrepreneurial activity and the specific 

factors of economic freedom in the country were examined (McMullen, Bagby & Palich, 

2008) and it was found that entrepreneurship is strongly connected with labor freedom, 

moreover, the study distinguishes between opportunity-motivated entrepreneurial activity and 

necessity-motivated entrepreneurial activity, where it becomes clear that the latter is less 

innovative (McMullen, Bagby & Palich, 2008). It should be noted that this research is based 

on analysis of Global Entrepreneurship Monitor data from 36 countries and indicates that 

opportunity-motivated entrepreneurial activity is positively related to property rights and 

necessity-motivated is not. Sure, a legal system with stronger property rights protection 

positively impacts on the entrepreneurial activity (Lim et al., 2010), while regulatory 

complexity such as bureaucracy can negatively influence on it (Bowen & DeClercq, 2008). 

The relationship between institutional environment and entrepreneurial cognitions was 

investigated (Lim et al., 2010), which, in turn, lead to the venture creating decision. The 

Whitley’s (1999) framework is used to identify key institutional factors such as legal systems, 

financial systems, education systems and trust relations. These institutional factors have an 

impact on resources such as financial, human and social capital, which are crucial elements of 

business success (Redding, 2005, p. 135).  Eventually, institutional context influences 

economic behavior, entrepreneurial activity and entrepreneurial cognitions (North, 1990; 

Whitley, 1999; Baumol, 1990). 
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It becomes clear that institutions have an impact on entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial 

activity; moreover, it can encourage or discourage entrepreneurs from starting businesses. The 

research question here is to analyze how different institutional environments such as 

communal and contractual forms of authority may influence the science parks’ performance. 

2.2 Science Parks 

As suggested in the introduction part, the clear and detailed definition of the science park is ‘a 

property-based initiative which: has formal operational links with a university or other higher 

education or research institution; is designed to encourage the formation and growth of 

knowledge-based businesses and other organizations normally resident on site; has a 

management function which is actively engaged in the transfer of technology and business 

skills to the organizations on site’ (UKSPA, 1985, p. ii). The key principle of the Science 

Parks is ‘the assessing of academic knowledge and expertise by businesses located on-site’ 

(Löfsten & Lindelöf, 2002, p. 859).  

The history of science parks began in the USA where the Science Park of the Stanford 

University has been organized in the early fifties. The university has found application for the 

empty ground, which was in its possession (Cesaroni and Gambardella, 1999). This place 

began to be leased to small enterprises and the operating companies, working in the field of 

high technologies, violently developing at the expense of military orders of the federal 

government. These firms had close working contacts with the university (Link and Scott, 

2003).  

It should be noticed that the firms, which were engaged in development and deployment of 

ideas of the military industrial complex had the governmental support. The success of 

Stanford Science Park was also defined by the fact that the special scheme of financing of hi-

tech projects was applied and first time developed – we know it as a venture capital financing 

(Salvador & Rolfo, 2011). Moreover, Stanford University Science Park has laid the 

foundation to the well-known Silicon Valley. Since 80th years, the contribution of science 

parks to the economy of the USA has been noticed and appreciated. Today there are more 

than 160 science and technology parks in the USA (more than 30% of a total number of 

science and technology parks in the world).  
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Figure 2.1 Population of University-Related Parks (Link, 2003, p. 79)  

 The special attention is paid to small enterprises and developers who are on seed stages of the 

innovative process. For their support, the USA established special structures, which are called 

‘business incubator’. Business incubators are defined as ‘newer and popular organizational 

forms that are created, often with the help of economic development agencies, to support and 

accelerate the development and success of affiliated ventures to achieve economic 

development goals’ (Scillitoe & Chakrabarti, 2010, p. 1). There are four different types of 

incubators, these can be: Business Innovation Centers (BICs), University Business Incubators 

(UBIs), Independent Private Incubators (IPIs), and Corporate Private Incubators (CPIs) 

(Grimaldi & Grandi, 2005). The most interesting for this study are University Business 

Incubators because they obviously related to universities. Of course, the idea of universities is 

still education, but they can influence the local economy through inventions, research, 

university spin-offs (Scillitoe & Chakrabarti, 2010; Mansfield, 1990; Varga, 1999; Chiesa & 

Piccaluga, 2000; Schutte, 1999). University Business Incubators are set up by universities, 

take an entrepreneurial role and work as a technology and knowledge transfers. In general 

University Business Incubators offer two main services (Mian, 1996): ‘(a) office services, 

business assistance, access to capital, business networks and rent breaks; (b) university- 

related services including faculty consultants, student employees, university image 

conveyance, library services, labs/workshops and equipment, mainframe computers, related 

R&D activity, technology transfer programs, employee education and training, and other 

social activities’ (Grimaldi & Grandi, 2005, p. 112).  

2.3 Location 

Location of the science and university research parks plays a crucial role for its participants 

and in particular for economic growth (Link & Scott, 2006; Link & Scott, 2007; Audretsch, 

1998). Moreover, the definition of the university research parks reveals the importance of 

location as an advantage factor– ‘a university research park is a cluster of technology-based 

organizations that locate on or near a university campus in order to benefit from the 

university’s knowledge base and ongoing research’ (Link & Scott, 2007, p. 662).  
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Likewise, the science parks and University research parks can be located near the university 

campus or even inside it (Link & Scott, 2007). The importance of the location is related not 

only with the accessibility of resources and ongoing research but also with researchers. In the 

analysis of geographic relationships of scientists who work in biotechnology firms, it was 

found that there is a significance of geographical proximity between scientists and their 

knowledge transfers (Audretsch & Stephan, 1996). Another important reason of the close 

location of the science parks near the universities is connected with the knowledge transfer 

cost - ‘the cost of transmitting information may be invariant to distance, presumably the cost 

of transmitting knowledge rises with distance’ (Audretsch & Feldman, 1996, p. 630). In terms 

of closeness, science parks can benefit from the university knowledge base, getting access to 

its recourses and research activities, and the park’s key characteristic is also related to 

closeness - ‘most parks are related to a single university and are located within a few mile of 

campus, but are not owned or operated by the university’ (Link, 2003, p. 81). Furthermore, a 

concentration of similar firms is crucial for having access to both scientific and technological 

knowledge, which is unavailable for firms located outside the science parks and incubators 

(Deeds et al., 2000). ‘Thus, the location of a firm is an indicator of its propensity to absorb 

new knowledge and to develop and refine the dynamic capabilities required to create new 

products’ (Deeds et al. 2000, p. 215).  

2.4 Functions of Science Parks 

There are some studies arguing that the entrepreneurial ventures located within the science 

parks and incubators perform better than non-located firms in terms of growth and sales, 

innovation ability (Mian, 1997; Ferguson & Olofsson, 2004). On the other hand, Löfsten & 

Lindehöf (2003) claim that the technological and economic performance do not crucially 

differ from both kinds of firms. However, it is empirically revealed that firms within science 

parks achieve high growth rates and develop faster than off-park companies, moreover, 

special services provided by parks and incubators, help to add value to a young company and 

overcome the Stinchcombe’s ‘liability of newness’ (Ferguson & Olofsson, 2004). In general, 

the Science Park firms show slight advantages than the off-parks ones, and it is interesting 

that the Science Park attracts more motivated entrepreneurs (Löfsten & Lindehöf, 2003; 

2001). Here, business and technical assistance are one of the main outcomes of the incubation 

process, which is a need for sustainable growth and development (Scillitoe & Chakrabarti, 

2010). There are another functions besides business planning, tax support, marketing, 

management, legal assistance, leadership marketing, sales, financial and human capital such 

as a full access to university researches and information, co-working spaces, R&D 

developments, new technologies, intellectual property rights protection, and another know-

how skills (Scillitoe & Chakrabarti, 2010; Scillitoe & Chakrabarti, 2005; Smilor & Gil, 1986; 

Hansen et.al., 2000; Hannon, 2005). One should be noted here that the new entrepreneurial 

ventures are most in need in marketing side during the incubation process because they have 

to know their customer – who buys their product and for what price (Rice & Matthews, 1995). 

From the other hand, there are studies argue that networking is a crucial factor of incubation 

process and cooperation (Aernoudt, 2004; Phillimore, 1999). Network can include 

management of the science park, universities, research institutes (Mian, 1996; Scillitoe & 

Chakrabarti, 2010), another entrepreneurial ventures inside or outside the Park (Bakouros et 

al., 2002), industry players (Hansen et.al., 2000), government, business coaches and service 
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organizations (Phillimore, 1999; Scillitoe & Chakrabarti, 2005, 2010). Also these are called 

‘mediation networks’ - these kinds of networks may provide information, experience, 

knowledge and even expertise that are crucial for the survival of university spin-off and may 

fill the gap of the uncertainty (Bergek & Norrman, 2008, p. 25) However, there are few 

studies which claim that university takes a key role in incubation process (Mian, 1995; 

Business-Higher Education Forum, 1988; Battelle, 1995).  

2.5 Governmental policies and support 

Universities, their science parks and university-research parks, are seen as engines of 

economic growth that are need to be supported (Candell & Jaffe, 1999; OECD, 2000). The 

government can play a role of financial supporter, policy-maker or even owner of university-

research parks’ spin-offs (Klofsten & Jones-Evans, 2000). Some countries try to increase the 

number of these spin-offs, while others are willing to develop the existing companies. In 

general, the government could play two roles on the innovative market – first of all be an 

active player by making investment and building funds or just create an infrastructure for this 

market ‘by stimulating the supply and demand side for research-based technologies’ 

(Rasmussen et al., 2008, p. 111). Anyway, commercialization of research is full of uncertainty 

and ambiguity, so the government should launch new initiatives, transfer knowledge to 

practice and finance experimentation.  

Interestingly, in Japanese research parks, universities do not play a crucial role - only 10 out 

of 103 research parks are university related, which means Japanese research parks do not use 

universities’ resources (Masuda, 1992). For comparison, in the USA universities directly 

support 61 out of 72 parks (Luger & Goldstein, 1991). In the US national innovation system 

research parks are an important element, so government fosters and facilitates to create them. 

Moreover, effective innovation systems include competitive firms under a competitive 

environment, good education system, legal system with clear strong property rights, 

university research and capital market, which include venture capital (Link & Scott, 2007; 

Cohen, 2002). France’ central government as well as Netherlands, and UK has fostered the 

creation of Science parks (Link & Scott, 2007; Westhead, 1997), while Germany promotes 

academic centers to incubate small and medium enterprises (Sternberg, 1990).  

According to EIB (2010) regional and national governments have three tasks: 

‘- to provide a suitable general financial and legislative framework for the development of 

innovation;   

 - to promote initiatives for financing large R&D and industrial development programs;   

 - to assume the role of primary promoter, and therefore primary financier, of the technopole 

at least during the early stages' (EIB, 2010, p. 70). 

Strategies that should be established to influence both the science parks and incubators are 

top-down initiatives, which are related to manufacturing and R&D policy. These strategies 

must aim national and regional goals (EIB, 2010). For instance, these are ‘the Korean Five-

Year Plan for Balanced National Development and the technopark program, the VINNVÄXT 

regional growth program and the stimulation of dynamic innovation systems in Sweden, the 

Center of Expertise and the strategies for developing regional innovation systems in Finland, 
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the National Plan of Tunisia Technoparks Network’ and etc. (EIB, 2010, p. 70). There are 

special conditions that the policy to be successful, it is a long-term focus, but limit timing, 

resource planning, and sustainable financial support (EIB, 2010). Also there is an indirect 

regulation such as R&D stimulation, special tax benefits, stimulation of innovation activity, 

free access to the equipment ant patients (being in state ownership), assistance in preparation 

and retraining of personnel; providing the arrangement with private banks on granting to the 

organizations and enterprises of a technopolis of soft loans (Sumskaia, 2006). 

The research question here, concerning the institutional theory is to analyze the influence of 

the institutions of the different forms of authorities on the science parks’ performance, 

because from the theoretical frame of references it becomes clear that the institutions do have 

their impact.  

 

 

Figur 2.1 The model of influence of institutions on the entrepreneurial activity in Russia 

Here, it becomes clear that governmental support programs are the crucial element of the 

entrepreneurship and innovative activity. Another research question here is to analyze 

governmental support activities to the science parks in different institutional context such 

as Sweden’s Jonkoping Science Park and Russia’s MSU Science Park.   
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3 Method 

In this study, I have tried to understand the problem from the perspectives of people who 

work in this industry, and who really faces the specific difficulties.  

The Russian units I have selected were two Russian Science Parks, which are situated in the 

most innovative regions – Moscow and the Republic of Tatarstan (Shebalova, 2014). 

Therefore, these units are the Moscow State University Science Park, which is situated in the 

capital of Russia and is in strong connection with the best Russian University called MSU 

(World University Ranking, 2015), and IT Park Kazan, which, it turn, is situated in the second 

most innovative region in the country – the Republic of Tatarstan (Shebalova, 2014).  

I have interviewed the general directors with significant experience in this area – Oleg 

Movsesyan, who is the head of the MSU Science Park, and Anton Grachev – the head of IT 

Park Kazan.  

Furthermore, for deeply understanding the problem, random sampling was applied concerning 

the participants of the Science Parks.  Oleg Smirnov is a founder and general director of the 

company called LighTio, who takes part in the acceleration program.  

Another founder of the project called ESLamps, who also participates in the acceleration 

program. The innovative idea of this firm came from the physical and biological faculty’s 

research of Moscow State University. I also chose the project called QA Platform, which is 

not a part of the acceleration program, but an on-park firm. I use its company’s experience to 

analyze how it works without any acceleration, and what the company got from the 

government. 

One should be mentioned here, that due to my previous work experience I was able to contact 

Vadim Balashov, who is a partner of Russian Venture Fund, which portfolio consists of 

Russian startups and few companies in the Silicon Valley. Previously, he has worked as a 

partner at Ernst & Young as the Leader of the Technology and Telecommunication industry 

group in CIS. 

On the other hand, from the Sweden side, it was possible to reach two business developers of 

Science Park Jonkoping - Calle Andersson and Gustav Österström. Also, I was able to 

interview a participant of the acceleration program - the founder of Sprancher Simon Werner-

Zankl. Simon previously worked in a recruitment company where he found a problem and 

idea how to solve the problem. After pitching event he was invited to join the Science Park. 

Sprancher was Simon’s idea from the beginning. He attended a pitch event organized by the 

Science Park and after the event he came in contact with the Science Park and joined the 

incubator. 

Here, I would add that when during the analysis of another participant of the Science Park 

Jonkoping I reached the point, which is academically called ‘saturation’ – simply put, nothing 

new was added, and that interview I did not include in this study. Also, there is a lot of 

available and important secondary data in Sweden, which was very helpful and which the 

reader can find in the findings. 
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The questionnaires were sent in advance to responders, so the interviewees were not 

surprised. The questions consist of information related to this field of study and were 

compiled after a long research process, analyzing the theoretical frame of references and a 

little bit of my own experience. 

It was important for me to ‘listen’ to their views, to focus one their meanings, and put myself 

in their place to understand how thing are really going for them. In order to achieve the 

purpose and answer research questions of the thesis, the experience of the participants should 

be analyzed and that numbers cannot measure it. I find that a pragmatist approach can be 

deemed suitable, due to the fact that this philosophical approach assumes to study what really 

interests the researcher and makes value for him or her, it also allows to study the problem in 

different ways, in which the researcher considers appropriate (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998). 

Pragmatism will support to analyze institutional factors, cultural differences that can influence 

on the Science park performance, its employees, and participants; and what is important, 

pragmatism helps to analyze problems and results that both can and cannot be numerically 

estimated (Saunders et al., 2009). So, while I was analyzing the theoretical framework about 

institutions, Science parks, and its functions some hypotheses were being built. In turn, for 

this field of study abduction is a suitable way to analyze the theoretical framework and 

examine the results, because it is based on empirical findings and at the same time the 

abductive approach does not refuse the theoretical proposition, but in combination with those 

findings modifies it (Alvesson & Sköldberg, 2008). Hence, considering the point above, I 

believe that the abductive approach is the most appropriate for this research, because of its 

goals and conditions.  

3.1 Research approach 

In this thesis, “research approach” designates the fundamental choice for approaching the 

research topic in terms of quantitative, qualitative or mixed-mode methods. When I was 

thinking which one of these approaches is better for me, I started to analyze the differences 

and functions of them. There are several texts on the qualitative and quantitative research 

characteristics distinguishing it (e.g. Creswell, 1994; Cassell & Symon, 1994; Kvale, 1996). 

Creswell (1994) identifies five fundamental differences, which are an ontological assumption, 

epistemology, rhetoric, axioms, and methodology. Briefly, they are about different roles of 

qualitative and quantitative researchers, as well as different language styles that researchers 

adopt – quantitative study assumes impersonal, formal and rule-based text while qualitative 

one uses informal, personalized and context-based language (Lee, 1999). Moreover, the 

various research processes exist – the quantitative studies usually utilize deductive method 

that includes ‘limited cause-effect relationships, and context-free methods’, whereas the 

qualitative studies tend to apply inductive process, ‘multivariate and multi-process 

interactions, and context-specific methods’ (Lee, 1999, p. 6). 

The qualitative researcher makes a more personal investment in the data while the quantitative 

group prefers a more detached and neutral orientation (Cassel & Symon, 1994). Also, the 

quantitative approach is more rule-based and rule driven, on the other hand, the qualitative 

method has a narrow audience who could be interested in specific phenomena, or as suggested 

by Lee (1999, p. 8) ‘all qualitative research is heavily grounded within the local context in 

which the phenomena of interest occur. As a result, generalizing empirical results to a larger 
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population or other settings can be problematic’. However, the great advantage of the 

qualitative method is the possibility to get “thick” descriptions and understand in details the 

phenomena of interest (Barr, 2004). Nevertheless, the qualitative research is better suited for 

theory creation, while quantitative one is often deemed more appropriate for theory testing 

(Lee, 1999), but of course there are can be exceptions (Lee, Mitchell, Wise & Fireman, 1996).  

So, in this study, I prefer informal language and deep understanding of the problem from the 

interviewees’ perspective, and also I am going to make a more personal investment in the 

data. I apply a qualitative research tool that will help to achieve the results, which are more 

empirical and provide a means for developing an understanding of complex phenomena from 

the perspectives of those who are living and feeling it (Miles & Huberman, 1994). The 

qualitative research method is more flexible to apply because these studies allow interviewers 

just to ask questions rather than check whether the correct answer (Barr, 2004). In addition, a 

pragmatist epistemology allows the researcher so start with with assumptions, possible 

theories that could be applied, and the study of research issues related to the meaning 

individuals or groups attribute to a social or another kind of problem (Creswell, 2007). There 

is no single agreed structure for how to design a qualitative study, but it all start with a 

problem, analyzing the literature related to the problem, questions, gathering data and 

analyzing it, and, eventually, a descriptive report. This is a general approach suggested by 

Creswell when purposes, questions, and methods are all interconnected and interrelated, so 

the study looks like a complete narrative story, rather than as pieces and parts (Creswell, 

2007). In order to fully understand the processes related to the Science parks, and to explore 

the experiences from different perspectives, it seems better to use a qualitative approach with 

interviews at this point, rather than a quantitative one which is useful in terms of 

standardization.  

3.2 Research design. 

There are several texts on qualitative research design, which may explain the main domains 

and components of it (Miles & Huberman, 1994; Marshall & Rossman, 1995; Creswell, 1994, 

2007; Coffey & Atkinson, 1996; Maxwell, 1996). Miles & Huberman (1994) identify four 

major domains of qualitative research. These are the participant observation, which consists 

of ethnography and field study; non-participant observation, in its turn includes observer 

studies, human ethnology, and nonreactive research; the most common domain of the 

qualitative technics is an interview method. Interviewing includes oral histories, specific 

cases, investigative journalism, biographies and archival, which designs include content 

analysis, histories and literary criticism (Miles & Huberman, 1994; Lee, 1999).  

In this study, interviews are crucial elements of the research design because it helps to grasp 

the complexity through the experiences of the participants. The interview method was applied 

not because of the most common one, but because it is the most suitable one in my case. 

Participant observation assumes to take part in the group to be observed, in other words ‘to 

live’ with the members of the group, which was impossible due to the problem and purpose of 

the study. Moreover, some disadvantages of this method occur such as lack of objectivity, 

kind of proximity with a group, which could bring biased interpretation, and a limit of time. 

So, participant observation was not applied as well as non-participant observation, which is 

even worse, due to the fact that the observer has to interpret what he sees without asking 
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questions and clarifying the information. Accordingly, in order to understand the experience 

of the participants and the meanings of the events, the interview method was applied as the 

most suitable here. 

Coffey & Atkinson (1996) claim that it is too difficult to describe any components related to 

the structure of the qualitative research, but it turn, pay attention to the theory part, arguing 

that the theories generated from qualitative research can take different forms, usually the form 

of ideal types patterns built by the analyst out of all the real cases observed, which are meant 

to capture the essential features of a given phenomenon that do not necessarily reflect all the 

details of specific cases (Coffey & Atkinson, 1996). Consequently, I believe that the theory 

generated from this study will reflect the phenomena. In general, the qualitative research takes 

place in multiple forms, its researchers still argue on how to call these forms, and, moreover, 

systematic approaches can easily mislead (Lee, 1999). The view is supported by Patton (1990, 

p. 59) who claims that there are no complete characteristics of qualitative inquiry, ‘but rather 

strategic ideals that provide a direction and a framework for developing specific designs and 

concrete data collection tactics’. The reader can find these concrete data collection tactics 

below, in the data collection chapter, but I can say in advance, that face-to-face interviews, 

skype interviews, telephone interviews were used, as well as secondary data collection from 

web-site and consulting reports. Therefore, one of the vital parts of the qualitative research is 

an expository report, because of the different forms and kinds of data (Hoepfl, 1997). It 

includes the voice of participants, the reasoning of the researcher, and full description of the 

social or human problem (Creswell, 2007). I dare to note that every participant’s word and 

view were examined and included in analysis part of this study, because the interviewees were 

specifically chosen with different experiences and different activities in this area. It is also 

related to an illustrative character of the qualitative method when researcher analyzes and 

explains the meaning events have for the individuals who experience them Hoepfl’s (1997). 

Again, to go deeper into the area of research I use interviews as the most reasonable way to 

understand a problem from the point of view of the people working in this area.  

3.3 Data collection and data analysis  

Qualitative data occurs in any forms: it can be interviews, recordings, pictures, and any kind 

of documents (Coffey & Atkinson, 1996). So, qualitative research characteristic related to 

data, from Hoepfl’s (1997, p. 49) point of view, is that in process of data collection researcher 

takes the form of the ‘human instrument’, and here, it is ‘empathic neutrality’ (Patton, 1990, 

p. 55) – it means that qualitative researcher describes things as they are or, in other words, he 

uses ‘the natural setting as the source of data’ (Hoepfl, 1997, p. 49). 

As the overall method used was abduction, the first step of data collection consists of 

analyzing literature review, which includes academic articles, books, which are related to the 

topic of the study. This was presented in the theoretical frame of reference. Secondary data 

that was collected by other researchers and consultants was received from Internet web sites 

and reports of big consulting companies. Primary data was obtained from the semi–structured 

interviews with representatives of IT Park Kazan, Moscow State University Science Park, 

Science Park Jönköping, participants of these parks, and heads of a venture fund. A semi-

structured interview is one of the elements of the qualitative research study when the 

researcher has a list of questions, and during the interview can ask additional ones (Saunders 
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et al., 2007). The great advantage of the semi-structured interview is that the interviewer 

allowed not only to receive answers but also to clarify information that was unexpected. The 

list of the questions was sent in advance to interviewees. Therefore, as this research is based 

on abductive approach, which allowed me to create a set of questions after examining 

previous knowledge of this field of study, answers that surprised me were clarified with 

additional questions. That’s why such kinds of interviews as structured and non-structured 

were not used. 

The analysis of the qualitative research study is based on identifying examining, comparing 

and interpreting patterns and themes' (Hair et al., 2007). First of all, after data completeness, I 

transcribed the interviews, examined it and organized data reduction. I found information, 

which was most suitable for the purpose of the study and for the research questions. After 

that, typifications and patterns were found by the analyzing same phrases and ideas. At last, 

results were analyzed from the point of view of their compliance of theories and other data, 

and also, some models were identified. 

I would pay attention here that I was familiar with this field of study, because of my previous 

work experience, which was related to young entrepreneurial ventures, seed investments in 

this kind of startups and acceleration programs.  Also, a long research among science parks 

and venture funds in Russia and Sweden has been made before the problem was found, after 

which I understood that only qualitative method could be applied. That happened because 

different participants with different job experience of this business area were invited to 

interviews. Again, the readers can find the information about the participants in the beginning 

of the Method section 

3.4 Trustworthiness 

Qualitative research, made through interviews, often looks like a narrative story and needs its 

trustworthiness assessed, due to the fact that the validity and reliability cannot be interpreted 

in the same way in naturalistic work (Shenton, 2004). Many researchers, such as Guba, 

preferred another terminology in their studies. This study, which is also done by interviews, 

uses Guba’s concepts in pursuit of a trustworthy study. It is important, because the high 

validity of the study can reflect the reality in the best of possible ways, otherwise, the findings 

can lead to false conclusions. 

3.4.1 Credibility and Transferability  

It should be mentioned here that qualitative data could be interpreted subjectively to a certain 

extent, which can influence on the reliability of the study. To reduce this probability 

interesting sampling was applied to achieve deeper results, and triangulation, which means to 

collect data from the different sources (Yin, 2011). Here, thanks to Swedish secondary data 

and big consulting reports the significant results were proved using data triangulations. 

Moreover, the interviews were conducted with the heads of the Science Parks and with the 

head of the big venture fund, which operated in Silicon Valley and Russia. More details about 

the interviewees the reader can find in the data collection chapter. I believe that using and 

examining participants’ experience it is a good way to prove the credibility of the study, 

because the data was correctly collected and interpreted. In order to reduce 

misunderstandings, the interviewees were given the access to transcribed interviews and some 
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issues were clarified via skype, emails, and personal phone calls. Data collection process 

lasted about 2 months.  

3.4.2 Dependability and Confirmability  

In addressing the issue of reliability, there are techniques that can show, if the work could be 

repeated in the same circumstances, with the same methods could be applied, and same 

participants, the identical finding would be achieved (Shenton, 2004). Stenbacka (2001, p. 

552) confirms this idea as well and add ‘the basic reliability issue concerns a measurement 

method’s ability to produce the same research over and over again’. In addition, he also 

mentions that reliability is absolutely inappropriate in the qualitative study, moreover, it can 

mislead, due to the fact that social settings can change every time. On the other hand, Patton 

(2002) argues with this idea and claims that reliability is one of the key elements in the 

qualitative study and comes up from the validity of a study. So, I kept it in my mind during 

the data collection process, and data analysis is provided in details in order to repeat the work. 

In the qualitative research, according to Shenton (2004), reliability means dependability and 

confirmability of the study. To prove the reliability of this research my reader can follow the 

Method chapter where I explained the methodology of this study area. After reading that, I 

hope the reader will get a clear understanding how the research was made and findings were 

achieved. The empirical findings are based on interviewees’ experience and meanings, web 

sites and official reports, so this study provides confirmability. All the information about the 

interviews, questions, names, notes are available and a majority of these the reader can find in 

the appendix.  

3.4.3 Ethical issues 

In this study, all participants were agreed to take part in this research and to put their names in 

the text, because the problem and purpose of the study were presented to them before the 

interview. The questionnaire was sent in advance to the interviewees. All transcribed 

interviews were shown again to participants, in order to avoid misunderstandings and 

misrepresentation. Interviewees of the study were not harmed and distressed by research 

subjects and research questions. My reader can find the questionnaire in the appendix. 

3.5 Respondents 

3.5.1 MSU Science Park 

MSU Science Park is one of the oldest Russian technology parks, founded in 1990.  In 

1999 the Science Park became the first technopark in Eastern Europe certified to UNIDO 

standards. It became a full member of the International Association of Science Parks and 

Areas of Innovation on September 2008. Moscow State University and the Ministry of 

Science and Education are both main shareholders of MSU Science Park, which means that 

the Science Park is controlled by the board of directors. MSU Science Park has more than 

11,500 square meters of University accommodation, 120 technological companies are the 

residents of the MSU Science Park, and more than 2,500 employees (MSU Science Park, 

2016). The value of products and services offered by the residents of the Science Park is an 

average of about RUB 5 billion per year (MSU Science Park, 2016). 
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It should be noted here, that the Science Park was build from private money only, when the 

first director of the Science Park attracted investments from friends and private investors. In 

1997, the financing on a returnable basis was given by the government, which was already 

paid. During the interview it was mentioned that besides the returned loan, the amount was 

paid back in taxes is ten times more than the given loan, and RUB 600 million in taxes are 

paid out annually as well. The Science Park is in close connection with Moscow State 

University – there are orders for R&D, kind of donations (about RUB 20-30 million) that are 

spend on assist in the publication of textbooks, maintenance of premises, the purchase of 

equipment and etc. (Oleg Movsesyan, General Director). The interview was about 50 minutes. 

3.5.2 MSU Science Parks’ startups 

The first project was LighTio. LighTiO project develops nano coverings for glass, which will 

increase the productivity of greenhouses. Nano covering is applied on glass, and it allows to 

pass more sunlight. At the same time it isn't important whether new it is the greenhouse, or it 

was built 40 years ago. Interestingly, that this idea did not come from the laboratory, but from 

Oleg. He has engaged in this field of study for a long time and came to conclusion that now 

there are opportunities for implementation of new technologies for putting of different nano 

coverings on glass. It should be mentioned here, that the founder of LighTio is not MSU 

student and he joined the Science Park because he has received an email. 

Another founder is a student at MSU, whose project is called ESLamps. It is a source of light, 

allowing obtaining stable high yield year-round in the Russia. The development of this source 

was based at physical and biological faculty of Moscow State University. Such light sources 

(lamps) are much cheaper in use, thus have unique features: close to the solar spectrum, high 

efficiency, variable light intensity, and long service life. 

The last interviewee at MSU Science Park is not a participant of the acceleration program, the 

founder just rent the space at the Science Park. QA Platform is software developing and 

testing. I use its company’s experience to analyze how it works without any acceleration, and 

what the company got from the government. Each interview was about 20-25 minutes via 

Skype. 

3.5.3 IT Park Kazan 

IT Park is situated it the second most innovative region in Russia (Shebalova, 2015). IT Park 

was built separately without any connections with the universities, because the regional 

government understood that they had to do something to encourage IT innovativeness in that 

region. In October 2009, the Republic of Tatarstan has completed construction of a 

technopark in the sphere of high technologies ‘IT-park’. IT Park was the first technopark in 

the Russian Federation, which aim was to design and develop companies in the field of 

information technology. IT Park was a part of the State program ‘Creation of technoparks in 

the Russian Federation in the sphere of high technologies’, implemented by the Ministry of 

Communications and Mass Communications of the Russian Federation. I had the interview 

with a general director of IT Park Kazan via Skype, which lasted more than an hour.  
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3.5.4 Venture capital market expert  

Vadim Balashov is another interviewee, who has a deep experience in areas such as raising 

venture capital, M&A, public offerings in international and Russian capital markets. I had 

three interviews with Vadim via phone and skype. The average interview was about 45 

minutes.  

3.5.5 Science Park Jonkoping 

Science Park Jonkoping, which was founded in 2001 through the Municipality of Jönköping 

and Habo, Jönköping University, the Region Jönköping (Science Park Jönköping, 2016). It 

consists of Business Lab, Business Incubator and Business Growth. As MSU Science Park, 

Science Park Jonkoping is in a close connection to university as well. It is part-owned by 

Jonkoping University and controlled by a board of directors.  

Business Lab is a place inside the Science Park, where entrepreneurs can talk about their ideas 

with representatives of the Science Park, also get consultancy about registration of the 

company, intellectual property (Gustav Österström, personal communication, 2016). In this 

area the office spaces can be rented. In Business Incubator entrepreneurs work directly with 

‘tangible’ businesses, paying rent for the office space, and get main services such as business 

development, attracting and working with finance, team building and working inside the team 

and internalization (Calle Andersson, personal communication, 2016). Business Growth it is a 

next level of companies’ development, only mature and well-established firm are sitting here, 

which goal is to expand internationally and continue to develop the local market.  

I had two interviews with two Business Developers – Calle Andersson and Gustav 

Österström. Both interviews were made at the Science Park Jonkoping. The average interview 

was about 35 minutes, moreover, during the interview with Gustav, he had made graphic 

models on the desk for my deeper understanding. Interviewees didn’t know that I had 

contacted them both separately, so that helped me to see the problems from the different 

perspectives.  

Another interviewee was the founder of Sprancher and the Science Park’s resident. The 

interview with Simon Werner-Zankl was within the Science Park Jonkoping and lasted about 

25 minutes.  
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4 Empirical Findings 

4.1 The relationships between Science Parks and universities 

Moscow State University is a key shareholder of the MSU Science Park, and the rector (the 

head of the University) and the deans of the four major faculties participate on the board of 

directors of the Science Park. This means the Science Park is in strong connection with the 

Moscow State University. There are R&D orders from the University, and about 4-5 students 

have an internship in a year, and what is important, the University gives about RUB 20-30 

million (currently May 2016 - SEK 2,5-3,5 million) for donations, which can be assisting in 

the publication of textbooks, maintenance of premises, the purchase of equipment (Oleg 

Movsesyan, General Director).  One should be mentioned here that the MSU Science Park 

and MSU Incubator are completely separate structures with different founders and 

management. Moreover, these structures work separately from each other. Most of all 

residents of Science Park are graduates and last course students from MSU and another 20 

biggest universities. 

IT Park Kazan has another story of their relationship with universities. IT Park Kazan was 

built separately without any connections with the universities, but later management realized 

that there was a need for connections with top universities. Cooperation did not begin 

directly: the management came to it in about 2 years. Earlier, all startups that came to the Park 

were from universities and most of the projects were either students or graduate students or 

people related to universities. ‘Before that we didn't pay attention to universities because we 

had a lot of projects due to the fact that Kazan city is quite student's city where 17% of the 

population are students and there are about 40 higher educational institutions’ (Anton 

Grachev, General Director). The director of IT Park Kazan also mentions that it happened 

because management acted to attract their target auditory, which are students. IT Park Kazan 

organized huge events related to innovations, computer science, startups, and what is 

important, these events were for free. Later, other incubators and accelerators began to occur 

and the competition has risen. After their outreach activities, the management of the IT Park 

decided to connect with some universities, and as a pilot project the biggest university in 

Kazan city was chosen, the Kazan Federal University, which has more than 40 000 students. 

The management of IT Park Kazan connected with certain faculties related to computer 

science, leading to the launch of a full acceleration program. Also, the management carried 

out free acceleration programs among student teams and did it by their own efforts without 

any help. Then, from these teams they selected the best and invited them in the incubator 

(Anton Grachev, General Director). Also, the management attracts students from a 

neighboring region and appears to do so successfully. In addition, IT Park Kazan built another 

IT Park in the second large city in Tatarstan to attract more students in those areas.   

Concerning the Science Park in Sweden, Jönköping University is a 50% owner of Science 

Park Jonkoping (Calle Andersson, Business Developer). Jönköping University gives about 

SEK 3 million each year in support, and the Science Park helps with entrepreneurship and 

innovation. Total turnover is about SEK 18 million, which means Jönköping University pays 
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only a small part of the total cost with of donated money, which Science Park Jönköping uses 

to create activities for students, researchers as well as for entrepreneurs and firms in the city 

or in the region. In another interview it was mentioned that ‘we are the doers of 

entrepreneurial related activities, so that is quiet unique, because normally university do not 

pay to science parks around Sweden’ (Calle Andersson, Business Developer). Gustav 

Österström stresses as well that 30% of the total deal flow comes from the University, which 

means that 300 student from Jonkoping University come with their ideas to Science Park 

Jonkoping every year.  

4.2 The relationships between science parks and start-ups 

The MSU Science Park has been organizing its acceleration programs since 2004, which is 

about how to start a business. About 500 individuals applied each year and about 150-180 

become participants of the acceleration program. The important fact here is that people come 

without ideas or with their ideas ‘but only if they are able to verify this idea from the 

industrial partner, which understands the market and can confirm that this problem is not far-

fetched, or the decision not far-fetched’ (Oleg Movsesyan, General Director). For the majority 

of participants without own ideas, the management of the Science Park goes to industrial 

partners, talks about how they are able to recruit talented and ambitious smart students and 

offers them to transfer their problem or business hypothesis to the acceleration program to 

solve the issues the industrial partners may have. These programs are thematic, i.e. associated 

with bio-technology or medicine, and they are directly linked with industrial partners. The 

industrial partners have no time to test these or those potential technological decisions. So, 

these industrial corporations select the mentor who interacts with a startup team and they, 

together with the Science Park managers and consultants through the acceleration program try 

to solve and a create a business model to the potential decisions and bring it to the ready 

presentation or to the ready business plan. At the end, the management together with the 

companies donors (industrial partners) decide to launch or not to launch the startup and 

possibly to start looking for investment money. Graduates of Moscow State University 

annually create 10 to 15 companies preferentially, though the Science Park does this program 

not only for the Moscow State University, but also for graduates of the best higher education 

institutions of Moscow. ‘This year there is a half of MSU students and a half of more than 20 

higher education institutions, which are situated in Moscow’ (Oleg Movsesyan, General 

Director). During the acceleration program the companies receive supporting grants from the 

governmental funds such as Bortnik Fund, which aim is to support the science. Morevoer, it 

could be another financial grants from institutions such as Skolkovo Foundation, RusNano 

(nanotechnology corporation), RosAtom (nuclear corporation), which are big Russian State 

corporations or corporations, where the Russian State is one of the main shareholders. Also 

there are some more financial grants such as Ministry of Sport grants, Moscow grant, Saint-

Petersburg grant, and other city grants, this means that regions and big cities also support with 

allocating grants. 

As for the IT Park Kazan, it has two ways of working with the startups. The first one is a 

thematic short-term acceleration program, which like in MSU is related to certain types of 

business with a strong connection with industrial partners. The goal of these programs not 

only to attract accelerated startups to their own Business Incubator, but also to help 

entrepreneurs to attract investments and to help the industries and companies to find the best 
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solutions for their businesses. The second way is their own Business Incubator, which works 

with all types of IT businesses. The Business Incubator works all the time, but the 

acceleration programs occur only once or twice a year. ‘In general, we position ourselves as 

an universal competence on operation with the companies of an early stage of development, 

which helps to pump over business, or we help to understand where entrepreneurs should 

lead their startup or maybe there is no way to do it and the idea is unrealizable’ (Anton 

Grachev, General Director). When I asked about the industrial partners, whether IT Park 

cooperates with them, I received an answer similar to that in the MSU Science Park case: the 

management looks for industrial partners who have certain tasks and problems and that are 

ready to invest some money for solutions of these tasks. Concerning the acceleration 

programs, the director of IT Park Kazan also mentioned that during the program, all startups 

are supposed to receive state grants. 

In the Science Park Jönköping, there are three business units: Business Lab, Business 

Incubator and Business Growth. The Business Lab is a place within the Science Park, where 

entrepreneurs can talk about their ideas with representatives of the Science Park. They can 

also get consultancy about registration of the company or on intellectual property. Moreover, 

about 110 companies are located there. In this area, the office spaces can be rented. In 

Business Incubator, entrepreneurs work directly with ‘tangible’ businesses, paying rent for the 

office space, and get main services such as business development, attracting and working with 

finance, team building and working inside the team and internalization. Business Growth it is 

a next level of the firms’ development and only mature and well-established firm are located 

here, with the goal is to expand internationally and continue to develop in the local market.  

The firms can be located at Science Parks for a long time, but the acceleration program works 

24 months. Usually business developers meet with the companies 4 hours per week, but ‘it 

depends on how great the idea, the better idea the more time we can spend’ (Gustav 

Österström, Business Developer). I was very interested in the connection with industrial 

partners, and what I heard was absolutely another answer, than the one I got from the Russian 

Parks. The Science Park Jönköping has partners in technology, lawyers, banking sector, 

insurance companies, and intellectual property rights. The difference is that business 

developers of the Park use them only during the helping process to the startups, industrial 

partners just provide the consultancy. When I asked both of the respondents about 

acceleration related to certain topics and gave a hint about financial side the answer was ‘No, 

no way, there is no financial support, only consultancy’ (Gustav Österström, Business 

Developer). Science Park Jonkoping works with every kind of businesses, and the 

acceleration programs begin to work when the startup decides to join the Science Park.  

All interviewed Russian entrepreneurs mentioned that key factors of the interaction with the 

Science Park are first of all the education program, which is a part of the acceleration, and 

financial support by the way of receiving a grant. It was stressed as well that every project has 

its own business developer from the Science Park, who helps to solve business solutions 

related to customers, market etc. One of the interviewed founders was not a student at MSU, 

but he noted that the Science Park, using the resources of MSU, found a new member of the 

team. The interviewee stressed that on that program, he was able to gather a strong team. 

Thanks to the good operation of the team, they have already agreed on 3 pilot projects this 
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summer and will apply “nano-coverings” on greenhouses in 3 different regions of Russia 

(Oleg Smirnov, business founder).  

Another interviewee positively mentioned that in 3 months he gathered an excellent team, got 

the support of necessary people in the lighting engineering industry, set project objectives, 

made the business plan and now they are on the way to the creation of the first test batch of 

light sources. According to the respondent, it would not be if they had not had their business 

developer from the Science Park (Evgeny Redekop, business founder). The founder of the 

Swedish startup claims that besides a presence and help from the business developer, the most 

important thing that was given from the Science Park was that ‘they gave me a confidence to 

quit work and to begin realizing my own idea’ (Simon Werner-Zankl, business founder). He 

also mentioned that during the acceleration program, there are no certain steps how to develop 

the business, because startups is a changing business and the business developer helps Simon 

with these changes (Simon Werner-Zankl, business founder). 

4.3 Funding and investing 

MSU Science Park has raised a small venture fund. It was created with the support of private 

investors and the governmental RVC Seed Fund. RVC Seed Fund is a governmental fund, 

which goal is to stimulate the development of Russia’s seed investment sector of the venture 

capital industry (RVC, 2016). The money proportion in MSU Science Park fund is 1:3, where 

the latter is the money of the government RVC Seed Fund, which means the governmental 

money is 3 times more than private money. All of these investors act as limited partners of 

the MSU Science Park Fund. The director of the Science Park acts as a general partner and as 

the Science Park’s representative. Its portfolio consists of 10 projects. I should be noted that 

the Fund takes the startup’s shares after the investment. The average amount is about RUB 15 

million, which currently (May 2016) is about $220K, and the management of the Science 

Park can increase this investment by searching for additional government grants and 

subsidies. Also, it was mentioned that Russian legislation prevents managing the investments 

and raising funds effectively. 

IT Park Kazan demonstrates an interesting phenomenon between other Russian Technological 

and Science Parks. As was mentioned, it earns profit and builds its own Fund from the earned 

money, but with government participations in that fund as well. ‘We want to create a special 

process that projects, invited to the IT Park, receive our investments by getting their shares on 

pre-seed and seed stages. If the startup is not yet mature to attract funds, we will incubate it 

for shares and invest it later’ (Anton Grachev, General Director). Furthermore, there are some 

projects that have already been invested for shares, but this information is not disclosed yet.  

Science Park Jönköping manages two funds. The first is a non-profit seed fund, which is 6 

million SEK and it is 100% owned by the Science Park. This fund is a part of the VINNOVA 

support program. The second fund is much bigger and is called Jönköping Business 

Development and its size is about SEK 120 million. The Science Park owns 3% of it and 3 

representatives work at Jönköping Business Development, and one of the representatives 

takes part on the board of directors in the invested portfolio firm. Its portfolio consists of 10 

projects. The SEK 6 million fund was created for seed investments and the average 

investment is about SEK 300 000. Jönköping Business Development invests in the Round A 
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and B, with investments ranging from SEK 2 -15 million. It is important to note here, that the 

Seed fund is a non-profit fund, which invests only in the Science Park’s acceleration 

companies, and it does not take shares, but makes investments as a convertible note, which is 

a short-term debt that can be converted into equity. In the context of a seed financing, the debt 

is usually converted into shares when the series A round of financing is closed (Walker, 

2012). Simply put, investors loan money for a startup as its first round of funding and after 

the next round of fundraising, the investors receive shares of preferred stock as part of the 

company’s initial preferred stock financing, based on the terms of the note, rather than just get 

their money back with interest (Walker, 2012). In addition, convertible notes are good for 

seed funding due to fact that there are smaller expenses for registration of the transaction, 

what is important because the smaller amount of the investment.  

4.4 The Relationship with the government 

In this section I want to present results which concerning the Science Parks, startups, 

experts and industry in general.  

It is important to examine the science park environment in Sweden. The attention should be 

paid to a special organization called SISP. SISP or Swedish Incubator & Science Parks is a 

national non-profit association for science parks and business incubators, which consist of 65 

members (33 science parks and 43 business incubators), having about 5000 companies and 

more than 70 000 employees (SISP, 2016). Its focus is to stimulate business growth in 

knowledge-based companies (SISP, 2016). Moreover, the main goal of SISP is to foster 

innovation and growth by creating a networking activity not only among all its members that 

consist of science parks and incubators, but seed funds, policymakers, researchers, 

entrepreneurs, and industries, in other words, it is a national innovation system that works like 

a network place with all components. Swedish science parks are usually situated close to 

universities or research institutions and strongly connected with them. It should be noted here 

that most of business incubators are situated within the science parks, which means it 

encourages commercializing the innovation and researches.  

Moreover, SISP, with support of Swedish government organizations VINNOVA and 

Tillväxtverket, is also running two projects: the Innovation Excellence and the Swedish Seed 

Funding (SISP, 2016). In details, VINNOVA is a governmental support structure (their 

English name is Swedish Innovation Agency) that manages programs for strengthening 

Sweden’s innovativeness. Its target actors are knowledge-intense companies, universities, 

colleges, research institutes and actors within the public sector (VINNOVA, 2016). In turn, 

Tillväxtverket is another national government agency or Swedish Agency for Economic and 

Regional Growth, whose mission is to strengthen the competitiveness of Swedish enterprises, 

especially targeting SMEs (Tillväxtverket, 2016). So, at least two government support 

organizations exist, which I briefly described before starting to analyze projects, running by 

SISP. So, according to SISP (2016) Innovation Excellence implies that Swedish science parks 

are seen as regional nodes in the national innovation system and that the science parks are 

expected to set a high professional standard of business processes in their environments. It is a 

possibility to contribute to the innovation systems, moreover, it will be a kind of a 

fundamental base for a future national development projects related to science parks and 

incubators. On the other hand, again according to SISP (2016), Swedish Seed Funding is 
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another national program, which goal is to stimulate the startup activity and development of 

regional seed funds and business angel performance in Sweden (SISP, 2016). I will examine it 

later relying on the interview with the representative of Science Park Jönköping. 

In Russia there is no such network activity, moreover, to analyze secondary data related to 

any governmental support I utilized websites and reports of PriceWaterHouseCoopers, Ernst 

& Young, and another big consulting company such as RMG Partners (PWC, 2015; RMG 

Partners, 2016; EY, 2014). The websites and reports the reader can find in the reference. To 

encourage entrepreneurship and innovation activity, Russia uses financial grants and 

industrial partners as the most effective way. The leading governmental acceleration programs 

for startups invite industrial partners to take part in them (RMG Partners, 2016).  In 2014, 

2619 grants for the total amount of $127,3 million were given. By quantity of the given 

grants, it is 55% more than in 2013 (1693 grants) and nearly 4 times more than in 2012 (702 

grants) (PWC, 2015). The amount of the grants given in 2014 also grew by 24% in 

comparison with previous year. The majority of grants were given in biotechnology and 

industrial sectors. This is directly related to this study, because almost all responders, who 

take part in the acceleration programs, received grants as a financial support.  

The government is the main investor in such sectors as science, production of materials and 

chemical industry, and plays a key role, supporting qualified specialists and necessary level of 

knowledge. Private investors are not ready to make investments in difficult and innovative 

sectors of the economy, which do not guarantee financial return yet. Thus, the government 

executes the social function and allows the innovative companies to launch development of 

new products, and also to be prepared for an attraction of private financing at later stages of 

development (EY, 2014). The main institutes responsible for development and stimulation of 

these branches of economy are JSC RVC (JSC Russian Venture Company), Skolkovo 

Foundation and Bortnik fund (EY, 2014). The evaluation of the venture capital market, the 

allocated funds, and the number of startups are really huge, Russia is number 3 in this ranking 

(PWC, 2015). The number of ‘exits’ Russia takes only the 20th position. Also, in the PWC 

report (2015) it is noted that venture funds leave Russia, because they cannot do business 

there. 

When I asked the director of MSU Science Park how they perceive the governmental support, 

he dryly reported that in 1997 the Science Park received financing on a returnable basis, 

which had been already paid, ‘moreover, we have returned in taxes 10 times more’ (Oleg 

Movsesyan, General Director). According to the respondent, the Science Park pays RUB 600 

million in taxes annually. In general, the director ‘does not perceive any governmental 

support’.  

IT Park Kazan is a regional federal institution, which was built on money allocated from two 

budgets: the first 50% of money were received from the budget of the Russian Federation, 

and the other 50% of money were received from the budget of Republic of Tatarstan. After 

three years of work, IT Park Kazan has paid off. The Republic of Tatarstan supports the 

business incubator and allocates RUB 10 million annually. For the director of IT Park Kazan 

this amount is purely symbolic and is how the state maintains a certain level of IT business 

support, but using this money the management can cover some costs, for example, complex 

educational programs, because the incubation costs are much higher. However, he also 
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mentioned another thing that seems important. As a regional federal institution, IT Park 

Kazan is in strong connection with the Ministry, which is why ideas related to governance 

sector can be tested very quickly. ‘That’s why Tatarstan is considered as innovational region. 

The invasion of innovations in the governance solutions, e-education, health, security works 

because of the B2G bunch, which clearly and quickly works in comparison to other regions of 

the country’ (Anton Grachev, General Director). Moreover, the minister of Connections has 

one of his working places at the IT Park Kazan, and sometimes entrepreneurs catch him for an 

elevator pitch. The director also emphasized that the ‘heads’ of the region are ‘in trend’, and 

what is important is the networking between the management of the Park and the local 

government works  

Almost all interviewed Russian startups that took part in the acceleration programs received 

grants from the state funds or regional grants. Others founders were promised to receive 

grants by the end of the month when the founders will be able to ‘proof-the-concept’ of the 

idea. No one has attracted another kind of investments yet. On the other hand, the Swedish 

startup that was interviewed has already attracted two rounds of investment (SEK 700 000 

and SEK 2,2 million), but the founder mentioned as well that before that, he received the state 

grants. Also, the Swedish startup attends Born Global Acceleration Program, which is one of 

the initiatives launched by VINNOVA. On the other hand, QA platform’s founder that did not 

take part in the acceleration program, but just rent space at the MSU Science Park mentioned 

that the company did not get any grants, because the project is about the ‘science’ and could 

not get any kind of ‘scientific’ grants. The company just attends the networking events, 

organized by the funds.  

Vadim Balashov is another interviewee, who is a partner of Russian Venture Fund, which 

portfolio consists of Russian startups and few companies in the Silicon Valley. Previously, he 

has worked as a partner at Ernst & Young as the Leader of the Technology and 

Telecommunication industry group in CIS. He has a deep experience in areas such as raising 

venture capital, M&A, public offerings in international and Russian capital markets.  

First of all, we spoke about relations between government, entrepreneurial venture, and 

venture capital. Vadim Balashov confirmed Rasmussen’s idea, which I described in the 

theoretical framework about two ways of support (Rasmussen et al., 2008). The first way is 

when the state ‘stays away’ from the market relations and just provides the infrastructure such 

as creating the environment, financing the events, creating a network activity. The second 

way is when the state actively invests in young companies, provide services, and in general, 

control the market. Vadim mentioned here that Russia is supposed to follow the first way, but 

it follows the second, that’s why some problems occur in the venture capital market, which 

are directly related to the science parks, incubators and techno parks. ‘It’s not a venture 

capital market, because the venture capital process does not work’ (Vadim Balashov, 

personal communication, 2016). Vadim reminded that there are no ‘exits’ in Russia. Exits 

mean the returns of the funding earned when venture capital funds ‘exit’, by selling their 

portfolio firms to strategic owner or through the IPO. In Russia it happened because of a 

legacy of the Soviet and the fuel economy, when the economy is less free, and the 

consequences are huge self-sufficient quasi-government corporations, which are unmotivated 

to changes through innovations. This is the main reason why they do not buy startups. So, 
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here I asked Vadim, maybe the government could buy the project, but the answer was ‘never 

ever! Forget!’ As a result, venture funds move away from the Russian market, looking for 

markets where the business can be made. If the venture capital chain does not work, that 

means that there is no venture capital business. The crucial factor here is that if there are no 

‘exits’ possible, it means that there are no big venture funds. If there are no big venture funds, 

it means there are no seed funds, which, in turn, means that entrepreneurs and business angels 

are ‘different’.  

However, Vadim stressed that according to his international experience, the Russian 

government really helps with the working space, networking space and co-working space 

‘Silicon Valley can only dream of such prices for networking and co-working places!’ (Vadim 

Balashov, personal communication, 2016).  
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5 Analysis  

5.1 Summary on findings   

 

From the theoretical frame of reference, it became clear that institutions and institutional 

setting have their influence on entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial activity (Walter & Block, 

2016; Whitley, 1999; Lim et al., 2010). Considering Russian case, I have found that the 

institutions also influence on science parks’ performance, but it is merely a consequence. First 

of all, the institutions have a direct influence on huge corporations, which are not motivated to 

changes. Changes, in this context, are the innovative process, the invasion of new products, 

which causes economic growth (Galindo & Mendez-Picaso, 2013; Schumpeter, 1950), when 

big corporations ‘buy’ invested businesses. These corporations, which would create an 

effective stock market, have their influence on the venture capital market, and only then, the 

another Venture Capital Market influences on the Science parks’ activities and performances. 

Another Venture Capital means that the venture capital business model does not work. The 

working model was suggested by Haislip (2011), which main goal is to achieve ‘extraordinary 

returns’ (Haislip, 2011) by selling the business to a professional strategic player (or huge 

corporations here), or by IPO. The Russian government creates its support program to 

entrepreneurial ventures considering the situation on the venture capital market; therefore, it 

could be argued that these huge unmotivated corporations have their kind of impact on 

governmental support programs. In the theoretical frame of reference it was mentioned that 

one of the main institutional factors, which influences the economy is The State, and ‘the 

extent to which states dominate the economy and share risks such that businesses become 

dependent on state policies and actions’ (Whitley, 1999, p. 48). In the Russian case, there is a 

huge dominance of the state in the economy, due to the fact that Russian government has 

shares or even controls professional strategic players that create the venture capital market. 

On the other hand, Swedish state has no control over the professional strategic players but 

even stimulates them to innovate. As a result, Sweden shows 263 exits over last ten years 

(Creandum, 2011).  

Examining the interviews with the both Science Parks’ participants it seems as though the 

Science parks’ internal activities are similar, and which were identified by the previous 

researchers (Scillitoe & Chakrabarti, 2010; Smilor & Gil, 1986; Hansen et.al., 2000):  

 both have acceleration programs consisting of lectures, seminars, workshops, pitch 

events;  

 both of the Science parks have entrepreneurs who just rent their space and work 

without any help from the Science Park  

 both of the Science parks manage the seed funds. 

However, how they manage them and how they invest in projects are differently styles, which 

depend to the mature market and experiences of the market players. Nevertheless, weak 

legislation in Russia prevents invest and raise funds effectively. The model of the acceleration 

programs also differs. It was mentioned previously that the Science Park Jönköping invest 

using convertible notes, which means that investors can get their shares after the next 
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fundraising. Nowadays this seems to be the best option to make seed stage investments, 

because convertible notes encourage entrepreneurs to do their businesses, while taking 

preferred stocks on the seed stage can leave an entrepreneur without a stake in the business. 

This happens because Russian venture capital market is relatively young, and player of the 

market need time and experience to overcome this phenomenon.  

Secondly, I want to direct attention to the Venture capital market at Sweden with what seems 

to be a large network activity, which is a crucial tool according to Bergek & Norrman (2008). 

Here, I can say that there is a classic model. Again, by the classic model, I understand the 

model that was suggested by Haislip (2011). This model we can see in the Sweden market 

according to interviews with the business developers and participants of the Science Park 

Jonkoping, but also according to secondary data: the first step is using friends' money, the 

second step is attracting money from business angels, then, during the expansion from seed 

funds, venture funds, and the latest step is selling business (Haislip, 1982).   

Another model difference I found in Russian case, according to interviews with the Science 

Parks’ directors and its participants and to secondary data, is the lack of exits. It means that 

the stock market works inefficiently. By the way, Whitley (1999) emphasized that the 

development of stock market is a part of institutional factor called The Financial System, 

which is also weak in Russia. If there are no ‘exits’, this means that there are no big venture 

funds. If there are no big venture funds, it means there are no seed funds, which, in turn, 

means that entrepreneurs and business angels are ‘different’. Other interviewees supported 

this idea, which means that another model than the ‘classical’ venture capital market is 

prevalent in Russia. Directors of science parks in advance look for large industrial businesses, 

which already have ideas to develop or they have some problems, which are need to be solved 

by young companies. That big businesses do not have time or opportunities to test business 

solutions, so, an agreement with Science Park is a good opportunity, because, in general, 

industrial partners are biotechnology or medicine companies.  It could be argued here, that 

Russian Science Parks act very rationally. They use the same business model but in different 

institutional settings of the venture capital market. Here, I would refer to Whitley’s (1999) 

forms of authority, which are communal and contractual ones. As was mentioned in the 

theoretical frame of references the former form of authority is found in Sweden and the latter 

seems to be in Russia. Whitley (1999, p. 53) emphasized that ‘contractual authority tends to 

presume more adversarial relationships and a dominant pursuit of self-interest’, which is 

actually a lack of trust, and hence is a lack of networking activity, which is crucial factor in 

business and cooperation according to Bergek & Norrman (2008), Aernoudt (2004) and 

Phillimore (1999).  On the other hand, the Swedish case shows the high level of trust and 

therefore, the significance influence of networking and cooperation between science parks, 

entrepreneurs, governmental funds and etc. As was mentioned, Whitley’s (1999) institutional 

factor Norms and Values governing trust and authority relationships shows the level of trust 

in an economy and its influence on the relationships between firms, employers and 

employees. So, it became clear that in Sweden this institutional factor is high, while in Russia 

it is weak. It also confirmed North’s (1990) opinion with supported view by Whitley (1990) 

and Baumol (1990) that institutional context influences economic behavior, entrepreneurial 

activity and entrepreneurial cognitions. Interestingly, such factor as skill development and 

control system is difficult to detect, due to the fact that Russian venture capital market is 
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relatively young, and there are not enough science parks and incubators in comparison to 

Sweden. I dare to claim that under Russian institutional settings Swedish science parks will 

act the same ‘Russian’ way.  

On the other hand, sometimes it is good way for university researchers to commercialize its 

ideas: if there already is a primary market for ready-made solution, it is possible to rely on the 

production, distribution channels and industry expertise of the huge company. There is also an 

opportunity to learn how to work with the channels from an industrial partner in order to 

subsequently develop their own. Of course, it is more attractive for these industrial partners. 

First of all, this model makes it possible to obtain a new direction of already controlled new 

business without the risk of losing the main business. Secondly, it becomes possible to 

provide other new services through the tested current business channels. Thirdly, it is 

important that the industrial partner can grow rapidly without increasing budgets for R&D. 

Moreover, the cooperation with academic institutions offers an important channel of 

collaboration with the State, access to various development programs and government 

contracts. Fourthly, this model also maximizes the use of the intellectual potential of 

researchers, leveraging them as an entire startup team, without interruption from their work 

environment and without losing links with big science. Eventually, this model helps to solve 

the fundamental problem of the business growth – it maintains the company’s ‘entrepreneurial 

spirit’.  

But before the industrial partners buy the startup, it receives grants from science-related funds 

or city grants (for example Moscow Grant, or Saint-Petersburg Grant), which means that these 

employees receive a kind of ‘governmental salary’. For the industrial partner, this model - an 

economy of scale, the ability to attract investment, increase competitiveness through the 

expansion of existing businesses. 

Another problem arises here in that these science-related startups have a very long period of 

life until ‘exit’ because science can be conducted ‘endlessly’. The majority of Russian 

startups work for a science, and their goal is to go deeper in science. And here, for these kind 

of startups there is a lot of state funds, which helps and finances the immersion in science. For 

example, the number of grants is 2619, which is 55% increased from 2013 to 2014 and it’s 

about $127 million. Most of all grants issued by Bortnik Fund - the largest in number and 

amount of grants State Development Institute (PwC, 2015). But according to RMG Partners 

report (2016), 97% of these projects that have received grants from the fund are not able to 

attract financing from private investors. The private investors simply do not want to invest in 

a never-ending learning another "Higgs boson", which has no market prospects, but the 

Bortnik Fund, on the other hand, supports more thorough research - and in the direction 

specified by the researcher rather than market demand.  

Moreover, respondent Vadim Balashov stressed, as well with supporting data (Ernst&Young, 

2014; PWC, 2015) that in Russia there are very few ‘exits’, and according to the forecast of 

these consulting companies, there will be even less ‘exits’.  

That means that venture capital chain does not work as suggested by e.g. Haislip (2011). And 

if there are no ‘exits’ and venture funds do not earn money that means that there is no 

‘venture capital’ in general. It is very interesting to mention here, that the evaluation of the 
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venture capital market, the allocated funds, and the number of startups is really huge, and 

Russia is number 3 in this ranking. But by the number of ‘exits’ Russia takes only the 20-th 

position. Moreover, international and Russian venture funds leave Russia, because they 

cannot do business here.  

So, summarizing facts, in Russia there are a lot of engineering and science-related startups, a 

lot of allocated governmental money in these kinds of startups, such as grants and subsidies 

(both components - third place in the world), most of the employees at these startups are 

graduates from the universities, but almost no venture capital ‘exits’ or just no venture capital 

business. It means that Russia encourages students and graduates to do entrepreneurship, 

which is the consequence of Soviet education system, when after the graduation everybody 

was allocated in different regions and had the work, and now when with the same system of 

education, when there are no ‘entrepreneurial universities’, government tries to make the 

graduates ‘busy’, and force entrepreneurship.  
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6 Discussion  

6.1 Conclusion 

The purpose of this thesis is to analyze the possibility of knowledge-transfer from the Swedish 

system to the Russian regarding the support from the government to entrepreneurial ventures 

through the Science Parks and Incubators, and why and what prevents Russia to adopt this 

model. The Science Parks included in the study were two Russian Science Parks, which are 

situated in the most innovate regions of Russia and Swedish Science Park. It could be argued 

here that the knowledge-transfer to the Russian system is impossible, due to the fact that 

institutional environments, or in other words communal and contractual forms of authorities 

(Whitley, 1999) have their impact on the venture capital markets, which are in turn influence 

on the Science Park’s performance. Russian venture capital market is relatively young due to 

the different factors such as a number of exits, allocated funds, invested companies on 

different stages, week legislations, which prevents attracting and managing funds (PwC, 

2015; EY, 2015). It could be argued that Russian system is not ready for this knowledge-

transfer. The analysis confirms Rasmussen’s et al. (2008) ways of commercialization 

research, but probably, Russia should follow another of two ways because current way creates 

problems and obstacles to the successful development of the market.  

6.2 Restating the research question 

Here I will restate my research questions due to the fact that the empirical findings that I have 

found clarified the situation. In the theoretical framework part, it became clear that the 

institutional theory directly influences on the entrepreneurs, entrepreneurship activity, and 

science parks’ performance. 

To restate my research question (see Figure 6.2) I want to mention that the institutions do no 

seem to have a direct influence on the Science Parks and Incubators. Instead, institutions have 

their influence on the big corporations, which creates a Venture capital market. This venture 

capital market is different as suggested by e.g. Haislip (2011), which means that another 

model than the ‘classical’ venture capital is prevalent in Russia. Therefore, the venture capital 

market influences on the Science Parks’ external performance. Concerning another research 

question, it becomes clear that this ‘non-classic’ Venture Capital Market forces the 

government to some special politic and support programs to young entrepreneurial ventures. 

Large corporations have to develop effective stock market, which could encourage founders 

of startups to make ‘exits’ and IPOs. That situation forces Russian government to allocate a 

lot of funds via grants to the science-startups, because the venture capital chain does not work, 

but science startups can be interesting for medicine or biotechnology. When the venture 

capital chain does not work properly, it is hard to attract investments in startups because 

venture capitalists do not see any perspectives. And according to my data, this is why 

thematic acceleration programs, in other words testing business ideas of industrial partners, 

are so popular in Russia. Also, I want to mention that IT Park Kazan perform better that MSU 

park due to the fact that IT Park Kazan have a relation with government and one of the 

ministers even has a meeting place at IT Park. It was stressed by the general director that 

networking is one of important facts of their success. Such network activities we see in 

Sweden, where the SISP program works. So, Russia has to stimulate the creation of Science 
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Parks, Incubators and networking activities not only among them, but also between venture 

funds, business angels’ networks and other investors. At least, one university should have 

Science Park and incubator not as separate structures. Also, ‘entrepreneurial universities’ have 

to be made and huge corporations have to make changes by buying and looking for startups.    

 

Figure 6.2 The new model of influence of institutions on the entrepreneurial activity in Russia 

6.3 Contributions 

This thesis contributes to the literature in the field of science parks and incubators and sheds 

light on a new topic concerning governmental support through them. During the analysis of 

existing literature, the model was found, and after the analysis of empirical findings, the 

model was developed further and upgraded that illustrates influencing factors on the science 

parks and incubators. This study agrees with Whitley’s (1999) factors influencing on the 

businesses, his forms of authority, which are in turn have a different influence on businesses 

and how they influence, and what is important, these factors and forms of authority have their 

strong impact on the venture capital market. I would say that this study shows how 

institutional theory can influence the science parks’ performance and venture capital industry.  

6.4 Limitations 

It would be important to note here the small amount of sampling considering Russian Science 

Parks and Incubators. There are not so many Science Parks and most of them did not want to 

take part in the academic research and were not willing to share any information about their 

performance and support. On the other hand, I was able to contact and interviewed the most 

effective and big Science Parks such as MSU Science Park and IT Park Kazan. Another 

limitation here is that all participants were men, and probably it would be interesting how 

women perceive this problem, especially women who lead startups, but fair to say during the 

analysis of possible interviewees among scientific startups no woman was found.  

In the case of the limit of time, there was no possibility to go deeper and to have interviews 

with representatives of governmental structures. It should be mentioned here that more than 
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half interviews were translated from Russian to English and I tried to prevent possible 

mistakes.  

6.5 Future Research 

In general, this study is generally focusing on science parks, incubators. I believe that 

future researchers can compare Russia with other cultures, probably less innovative than 

Sweden. Also, it would be interesting to concentrate only on venture capital and its 

government support. For example, in Russia there are very few venture funds, which are 

founded by the state, but in Sweden a lot of venture funds have support from the state. 

With this kind of research it would be possible to understand which industries are the most 

popular and compare the relationships between founders of the young entrepreneurial 

ventures and managers of the venture funds. 

The interesting research would be the analysis of the science parks and incubators with the 

same conditions as in the Russian economy. 
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Appendices 

Questions (in Russian) 

1) Как появилась Ваша компания? Была ли это Ваша идея или результат 

разработок совместно с университетом? 

2) Насколько тесно Вы сотрудничали (-ете) с Научным Парком МГУ?  

3) Арендовали ли Вы помещение в Научном Парке? 

4) Предлагает ли Научный Парк определенные шаги по созданию и развитию 

бизнеса? 

5) Существуют ли какие-то нетворкинг-мероприятия? (бизнес ангелы, венчурные 

фонды) 

6) Какие услуги Научного Парка оказались самыми необходимыми? 

7) Получали ли Вы инвестиции от фонда Научного Парка или из других 

источников? 

8) Получали ли Вы субсидии, гранты или иную поддержку? 

9) Если Вы получали инвестиции, то за какую долю в компании? 

10)Что происходит с проектом после инвестиций? Создается ли в компании совет 

директоров куда входит представитель Парка? 

 (in English) 

1. How did your company appear? Was it your idea or the result of development 

together with the university?  

 

2. How do you cooperate with Science Park? Did you participate the acceleration 

program? 

3. Do you rent some space in the Science Park? 

 

4. Does the Science Park offer certain steps on the creation and development of 

business? 

5. Are there any networking-events? (business angels, venture funds) 

6. What services of Science Park were the most necessary? 

7. Did you receive investments from the Science Park or from other sources? 

8. Did you also get subsidies, grants or other governmental support?  

9. If you received investments, then for what share in the company? 

10. What did happen to the company after investments? Did you together with the Science 

Park representative create a board of directors? 
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 (Science Park, in Russian)  

 

1. Как появился Бизнес-Инкубатор ? Когда начал вести свою деятельность?  

2. Насколько тесно сотрудничает Бизнес-Инкубатор с Университетом?  

3. Сколько людей подает заявки в Бизнес-Инкубатор в год? 

4. Сколько людей превращает свою идею в бизнес (в год)? 

5. Всегда ли заняты офисные помещения внутри Инкубатора? И 

предоставляются ли они бесплатно?  

6. Предлагаете ли Бизнес-Инкубатор определенные шаги по созданию и 

развитию бизнеса? 

7. Существует ли какой-то главные совет, который вы предлагаете, когда 

люди впервые приходят, чтобы представить свою бизнес идею? 

8. Существуют ли какие-то нетворкинг-мероприятия? (бизнес ангелы, 

венчурные фонды) 

9. Получаете ли вы обратную связь от предпринимателей относительно ваших 

услуг? Если да, то как часто? 

10. Какие услуги самые популярные? 

11. Отличается ли процесс инкубации для разных типов компаний? 

12. У вас есть специальный процесс принятия решений, когда вы выбираете, 

какие идеи развивать, а какие нет? 

13. Как вы понимаете, что компания внутри Инкубатора готова “покинуть” 

его? Есть ли какой-то критерий?  

14. Есть ли возможность инвестировать в компанию? Если есть, это какой-то 

специальный комитет? Находится ли он внутри Инкубатора или это какой-

то отдельный институт? 

15. Как часто вы инвестируете? 

16. Сколько времени проходит в среднем от инвестиционного решения до 

самого процесса инвестирования?  

17. Берет ли Инкубатор долю в проинвестирванной компании (если 

инвестирует)? 

18. На каких раундах обычно инвестирует Бизнес-Инкубатор? Это может быть 

только seed раунд или раунд А, раунд Б или даже Раунд С? 

19. Какова средний размер инвестиций? 
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20. Контролирует ли Инкубатор проинвестированные средства? Или для этого 

есть отдельный сервис? 

21. Что происходит с проектом после инвестиций? Создается ли в компании 

совет директоров куда входит представитель Инкубатора? 

22. Существуют ли какие-то государственные проекты поддержки Инкубатора 

и компаний внутри него? 

(Science Park, in English) 

1. What is the short history of the Science Park’s creation? (When? Why?, How?, 

Who was the founder?)  Since when does Science Park exist?  

2. Is the Science Park closely connected to the University? (Resources, finances)  

3. How many people among them achieve to turn their business idea into a real 

business? (per year) 

4. Are the office facilities that are offered for free always occupied? How many 

people use that opportunity? 

5. Do you advice the entrepreneurs to follow certain steps when creating the 

business? 

6. What is the main advice that you propose when people come for the first time to 

introduce their business idea? 

7. What network activities do you offer? And how do you advertise them? 

8. Do you receive feedback from the entrepreneurs regarding your services? If so, 

how do you usually receive it? 

9. Which services are the most demanded? 

10. Does the incubation process differ for various types of companies? (service, 

high tech, etc.) 

11. Do you have a special decision process when you are choosing which ideas to 

develop and which to reject? 

12. How do you decide that the incubatee is ready to exit Science Park? What are 

the criteria? 

13. If Science Park decides to invest in company, is there a special committee? Is it 

inside the Science Park or is it a separate institute? 

14. How often do you invest? 

15. How much time does it take from investment decision to real investment? 

16. Does the Science Park take any share from an investee company? 
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17. Does the Science Park invest only at seed round? Or you also do the A Round, 

B  

18. What is the average amount of an investment? 

19. Does Science Park control the money it gives on it’s own, or does it have a 

special external service? 

20. What is happening with the project after the investment?  

21. Does government have special support programs that are related to the Science 

Park? 
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